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Do you remember, Bruce, that picture Teresa took of the two of us on the bridge of the Castle upon the Adige in Verona? We were both smiling, and Teresa too, a sort of breeze in the air, sunshine, silver clouds passing. I have been looking for it… sure you have it… can you please have a look too? I’m sure we can find it. You know how things tend to be submerged in houses… it is like thoughts and memories, you know how sometimes one international conference we went to together gets confused with another; one place that saw us together lecturing, discussing, meditating on Australian literature gets mixed with another: Lecce with Verona or Udine, Klagenfurt with Trento or Debrecen (we really loved your red socks there!), Copenhagen with Venice or Barcelona - remember how Teresa and I got tanned in Sitges? We liked to escape sessions sometimes and you joined for a cup of coffee, a chat and a good laugh. Searching our minds we find you there always, not blurred by time, but firmly present, a cherished friend. Your open smile the first thing, like a welcoming and a homecoming, an embrace in itself, a recognition of a friendship long cultivated and always new, a readiness to include, enthusiasm always in the making. Yes this is the quality we mostly see in you, dear mate, the capacity to let the other enter your space and share his or her ideas and feelings, in an exchange that always left us all enriched. You are curious and warm, open and friendly, generous and full of care and good humour, ready to communicate to others your deep knowledge unpretentiously, in spite of your status as an acclaimed academic and scholar who received wide international recognition and honour. Your Penguin Literature of Australia gave a stunning and innovative reading of our beloved Australian literature - we and our students always treasure it.

Teresa remembers how you used to run in your desert boots around the Verona stadium, near her place, were you were hosted during your visiting professorship at her Faculty of Foreign Languages. And you didn't wear a coat but only big jumpers in the cold weather in Trento - where you held your first visiting professorship in Italy, when Teresa was at that University. When you came to lecture my students in Udine you were wiser (or more experienced) and had a warmer longer jacket, fitter for the cold of the Italian North-East. Of course Lecce was better climate wise, with Bernard and Maria
Renata holding the reins of Australian scholarship in Southern Italy. You were generous in coming, you liked lecturing our students and sharing ideas on our research and telling about yours. I think Italy was a good place for you, and you for Italy, for us. We miss you, that’s all. Please think of us, and come and visit when you can.

love,

Antonella and Maria Teresa (and all of your many Italian friends)
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